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Rex Dalton, the former black ops field agent, and his best friend, Digger, the former military dog,
are exploring the remarkable history of Peru when they befriend a retired American couple. The
couple invites them to join their expedition to a remote village high up in the Andes Mountains to
inspect an archaeological site in which they want to invest. But on arrival in the village, it doesn’t
take long for Rex to discover that his new friends are victims of a cleverly designed con. This con
is run by people who will do anything to make sure Rex and Digger don’t interfere. THE INCA
CON is a full-length novel, a nail-biting thriller by best-selling author JC Ryan. It is the fifth book
in the electrifying new Rex Dalton series.
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LadyBookWorm, “Who has the most interesting life you know?. I’m a tough reviewer. Too many
writers I am disappointed in. That said, I’m never disappointed in a JC Ryan book. Ever. I love the
Rex Dalton & Digger series. My husband is retired military & needs a service dog. In addition we
are both great dog lovers (5 fur children here plus we rescue foster dogs to rehabilitate before
adoption) so Digger is a personality I understand well. One of our dogs has been through agility
training. It’s a lot of work & so worth it. So much of the basic characters in Rex Dalton & Digger
series are something I truly relate to well. I have a great interest in travel and archeology. So the
Inca Con was a book I loved. Everything wrapped in a bow for me. JC Ryan books are always
interesting, never flagging slow, not the grammatical & spelling errors that some authors have.
Those drive me nuts! I was born with the very irritating gift to spellcheck someone else’s work.
Eek!Inca Con: Rex Dalton has once again swooped in as the hero. He travels the world meeting
interesting people along the way. This time, he is in Peru. He helps an elderly couple. Once
again, Rex & Digger have made friends for life. Ah! All the while dodging whoever it is behind the
scenes in the government that’s trying to find & kill him. Look forward to the time so I can read
the latest book out. Yes, I’ve already bought that one too. As well all of the past Rex Dalton &
Digger books. I will read each of this series & reread them again later. Just read them already.
Great series about 2 very interesting characters.”

Uma Iyer Van Roosenbeek, “Rex and Digger surpass themselves yet again!!!. Rex and Digger
find themselves in Peru this time. Rex has come up with a cover story of a blog with history,
culture and peoples of all the places he is visiting and he is seriously considering doing it too.
They come across an young man, Junior Roper who is telling his uncle and another retired
couple, the Markses about how he was swindled out of thirty thousand dollars. Rex makes a
polite acquaintance of all and goes on his way. Markses are traveling widely looking for
authentic archeological sites with genuine artefacts to invest in.Rex and Digger decide to go on
their own adventure taking along a guide as mandated by the Peruvian government. When his
guide gets injured, Rex and Digger help him and are trying to get him to a place where he could
be further helped when they run into the guide who is escorting the Markses and Junior to a
village high up in the Andean region that is close to a site full of genuine artefacts as yet
unknown to the outside world. The Markses' guide is so pleased that Rex went back to help his
colleague-guide that he invites Rex and Digger to join his party going to the village. The
Markses who were informed by Junior about a promising site alleged to contain true artifacts
invite Rex and Digger.When they get to the village, Junior vanishes saying his uncle is gravely ill
and needs him. He introduces them to the village leader Alexandro saying the latter would take
them to the site. In the meantime, Rex gets information from the villagers about the true
conditions prevailing in the village by conversing with them in Chequan. He is horrified by the
true state of affairs and decides to set right all the wrongs that are being planned including the



scam that is being perpetrated on the Markses. The information he unearths is appalling!How
Rex takes the help of the villagers themselves, Luciana to get help from the government, his
friend in India Rehka, the IT whiz and does what he does best, getting justice to all concerned in
addition to arranging for a doctor to attend to the needy villagers forms the rest of the gripping
and riveting story! It needs to be read to enjoy it in all its flavors.The description of the natural
beauty of the Peruvian wilderness leaves the readers open mouthed and trying their best to
visualize all the beauty and relishing the thought and picture of all that beauty so wondrously
depicted through words!Thank you for another thoroughly exhilarating adventure, Mr. Ryan.”

V. Williams, “Karmic outcome is quick and entertaining. Ah, the beauty of the Peruvian highlands.
Machu Pichu is an abandoned settlement on the top of a mountain. What treasures could
possibly be hidden in those environs? Add a former “Black Ops” hero and you have the makings
of a fast-moving narrative.Rex Dalton and his faithful companion “Digger” are hiking in the
mountains. They are staying off the grid to avoid retribution from former employers and people
with a grudge. Add in a couple of recently retired business owners from America and the tale
evolves quickly. Setting in a bar in Curahucsi, Peru he couldn’t avoid hearing a discussion
between two Americans. An elderly couple is sitting at a nearby table.The discussion is
obviously an attempt to set up a con. You as reader will quickly identify this part of the plot as
“How to Avoid Being Scammed 101.” The story is very predictable but the description of the
surrounding countryside provides a delightful mental image and an invigorating romp in the
highlands of Peru.The read is quick and entertaining. The ending is satisfying in its karmic
outcome. We received this digital download from BookBub. 5 Stars CE Williams”

l.123, “Good Crime Mystery. I have not read any of the early books in this series but I don't think
this matters. This novel is set in Puru and follows the ex black ops Rex and his faithful dog
Digger. Rex is trying to keep a low profile after being nearly killed by person unknown. He loves
history and has a unique gift in learning and understanding any language he comes across on
his travels. This trip sees Rex and Digger walking peacefully through the country only visiting
towns for supplies. It is on one of these occasions were he hears a heated conversation
between two men, that he tries to ignore. This is the start of his unexpected journey where all his
plans go out the window. He gets involved in helping a couple and an Inca tribe who are being
mislead. Rex is not afraid to go to any lengths to help, even kill the perpetrator's. I especially
enjoyed the antics of Digger, every time he was mentioned it put a smile on my face (only
probably relevant for dog owners)”

A. Mellor, “Rex gets put in a bad mood by scum - terrorists, drug and arms dealers or human
traffickers.. To stay alive, he has to remain dead. Having moved continents, avid history lover,
Rex Dalton, and his partner, Digger, are enjoying the stunning views and archaeological sites
while hiking in the Andes. However, with his past history, you’re never sure what the pair will end



up doing; trouble has a regular habit of finding Rex! Who will need his & Digger’s skills and
expertise; what will their next mission be?The 5th in the Rex Dalton thriller series can be read as
a stand-alone book, as J.C. Ryan provides insights and links to previous books. This time, Rex
and his invaluable canine sidekick are in Peru; I enjoyed them having a little freedom to do what
they wanted - for a while at least! ...As ever, I was left feeling eager to read the next book in the
series, as it’s clear Rex still has unfinished business.”

Seb Barrow, “How to scam a scammer.. We find Rex in Peru enjoying his time walking with
Digger and learning about the people there. Then, as usual, trouble quietly finds him. He gets
caught up in an artefacts scam that has him and Digger helping out at an old village in the hills.
The hint of humour and romance amongst the operation to get the scammer makes this another
enjoyable read.”

Jalna law, “Trust your Dog. Rex and Digger are off on another adventure. Worry not to the new
readers of the Rex Dalton books. These books are stand alone stories and JC Ryan gives you a
short background to who Rex and what Rex is throughout the book. Rex and Digger are in Peru
enjoying hiking through the country and minding their own business. It doesn’t last long.”

The book by JC Ryan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,266 people have provided feedback.
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